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FICTION
Jiri Kajane 57  This Past Tuesday
Beverly Lowry 80  from The Track of Real Desires

ESSAY
Molly Miller 19  Come and See

POETRY
Ryan Benedetti 7  Blind Dogs
8  Love Song
Matt Rohrer 10  Quick Sell the Pig
Robert Hackett 11  Tanganyika
Matt Yurdana 12  A Gathering of Cardiovascular Surgeons

Nadya Pittendrigh 15  The Next General
17  Dominique

David Garrison 42  Guidelines
Adelle Graham 43  Gold-Vermillion Fruits
David Dodd Lee 45  Shot by Boy, Hawkins and Lee Die in a Flooded Quarry

Seamus Heaney 47  Diptych
Jorge Luis Borges 68  Street With Pink Store
70  Ricardo Güiraldes
71  Androgué
73  The Causes

Victoria Rostovich 75  Folk Tales
78  Wash Duty
REVIEWS

Dennis Held
William Bevis

ART

Pat Kikut
Colleen McNutt
James Loney
John W. Wylie
Jeffrey Funk
Stephanie J. Frostad

The Mexican Tree Duck
by James Crumley
Debt
by Mark Levine
Telephone Tryptich
Peepshow
Anniversary Waltz
Pull-Ups-For-Jesus
Bells, Shells, and Tails
Untitled
Untitled
Bright and Early

Contributors' Notes